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this simple addon for the wow classic auction house wont help newcomers, but will save trade
veterans a lot of time and effort by simplifying inputs, searches, and letting you spam the buy button
to purchase in bulk. if you plan on making a lot of gold through the ah then this is a great time-saving
wow classic addon. this addon offers a few tools to view the auction or gtn dialogs, and inspect ah-
page. filter auction listings using advanced search to ensure that the process doesnt end up in bad
trades. use the rightclick on items option to export the contents of a bulk trade to a.csv file. this is a
small addon that replaces the standard "warden" (player) icon in the bottom right corner of the
screen. the warden can be assigned to a group of players. you can see and control a warden by
looking at your minimap. you can specify the duration of the warden's presence. if you disable the
warden, all players become unassigned, and no longer receive warden icons. the warden also displays
a number of additional information panels, such as the charge bars for each player and a visual
countdown to when that character will die. there is also a separate version that adds guards to towers,
making it possible to assign them to a group of up to four players. guards (aka sentries) can also be
toggled on or off, with a duration of between 1 and 60 minutes. when guards are active, they can be
assigned to a group. the addon includes a state of the art notification system, which displays warnings
when the warden or guard are about to "die". a simple addon which attempts to provide a
comprehensive report of all target information in vanilla wow for customizing your ui. currently, vanilla
wow target information is locked behind vendor recipes and vendor trash, and a unique cosmetics
target frame. questie attempts to give you complete control of your target's frame.
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it is an addon that is hopefully configurable. it hides a few different things that you'd be able to input
in the default ui, such as the /trade chat or the /trade chat filter you could use in the default ui which
would let you say "hey my trade chat, filter this to only show messages/players/adds/containers that

this person is interacting with." arcane skill master (asm) is a perfect addon for the skill trainer. it
converts arcane to arcane notation, and from that point you can view your arcane skills and masteries.

essentially it shows your apprentice, masteries, and stats! you can also scroll down to the bottom to
view your levels, and for your profession training skills. this addon is a very simple addon that allows

the user to open extra windows containing different error messages. this can be useful when
something goes wrong and there is a lot of information available. that being said i have made a addon

to make just those types of decisions for you: 1) there is one big problem with teso: you have to
restart it after a lot of addons are updated. well, i have a solution for you. its called the "load order

mod" (load order mod). it contains a list of all the addons, and a way to update them so you only have
to close the game once and boot it up again. it also removes addons that shouldnt be loaded by

default, and loads the ones you want to boot up in front of everything else. its currently working for
tes5 and tes6 but is compatible with tes4. it will not break the currently valid save games, but it may
interfere with the autosave functions. it is also not tested in ek with raid frames etc. currently, but i

hope that will not be a problem since it is working for me there as well. 5ec8ef588b
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